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a b s t r a c t

The effect of the ferrite to austenite phase transformation route on the microstructure and interface
plane character distributions was studied in a duplex stainless steel. Two markedly different austenite
morphologies (i.e., equiaxed and Widmanst€atten) were produced through diffusional (slow cooling) and
semi-shear (air-cooling) transformations, respectively. Both austenite morphologies had textures similar
to the as-received condition, which was attributed to a “texture memory” effect. The air-cooled micro-
structure displayed a significantly higher content of Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) and Nishiyama-Wassermann
(N-W) interfaces (39%) compared with the slow-cooled one (16%), due to the change in the austenite
nucleation and growth mechanism during the phase transformation. A five-parameter analysis of
different interfaces revealed that for K-S/N-W orientation relationships, ferrite and austenite terminated
on (110) and (111) planes, respectively, regardless of the transformation route. The population of these
planes, however, increased as the transformation rate increased. A higher fraction of S3 boundaries was
observed in the equiaxed austenite morphology compared with its Widmanst€atten counterpart, which
was mainly attributed to the different kinetics and the growth mode of austenite plates during the phase
transformation. S9 boundaries were mostly formed where two S3 boundaries met and were largely of
tilt character because of geometric constraints. The intervariant boundary plane distributions of both
austenite microstructures displayed more frequent {111} orientations than other planes for a majority of
the boundaries. This trend was markedly stronger for Widmanst€atten austenite.

© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One current goal of metals research is to develop alloys with
microstructures optimized for the property of interest through
cost-effective processing route/s. The types of grain boundaries and
internal interphases within a polycrystalline material are known to
influence its bulk properties [1e3]. Thermomechanical processing
(e.g., recrystallization) is the most common route to manipulate the
character of grain boundaries and interphases in materials [1e4]. It
should be emphasised, though, that most technologically impor-
tant metallic materials (e.g., steels and Ti alloys) do not preserve
their high-temperature microstructure (i.e., recrystallized micro-
structure) and undergo a phase transformation on cooling [5]. In

this context, a detailed knowledge on how the transformation route
affects the boundary/interphase population and character would
shed more light on the field of microstructural engineering.

Steels, the most industrially used metals, undergo two different
phase transformations during cooling to ambient temperature from
the high temperature liquid state, including delta-ferrite to
austenite and subsequent austenite to ferrite (or bainite/martensite
depending on the cooling rate) [6,7]. Recent studies of the latter
transformation showed that the phase transformation mechanism
significantly alters both population and crystallography of grain
boundary planes [8e10]. This was attributed to the crystallographic
constraints imposed by the phase transformation mechanism; this
is distinct from the minimization of grain boundary energy that
normally occurs during grain growth [8e10]. Similarly, the reverse
phase transformation (i.e., ferrite to austenite) may proceed by
different mechanisms depending on processing routes. However,
because of the high temperatures at which austenite is stable in* Corresponding author.
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plain carbon steels and the complexities associated with the
microstructural observations at these temperatures, it is difficult to
investigate these transformations when they actually occur [11,12].

Duplex stainless steels, developed through altering the Ni and Cr
content in typical stainless steels [13], undergo the ferrite-to-
austenite transformation during cooling to ambient temperature.
This makes them ideal model alloys to study the ferrite-to-
austenite phase transformation and, in particular, to elucidate
how the transformation path affects the microstructure and the
characteristics of the interfaces formed. Furthermore, from a
practical point of view, it has been reported that the austenite-
ferrite and austenite-austenite interface characteristics, which are
largely controlled by the phase transformation path, extensively
influence the micro-deformation [14], restoration [15], super-
plasticity [16], and precipitation behaviour [17] of these types of
steels.

To comprehensively study the interface/boundary between two
adjacent crystals, five independent crystallographic parameters are
needed. It is convenient to use three to define the lattice misori-
entation and two to describe the plane orientation [18]. Recent
developments in coupling conventional (2D) EBSD data with a
stereological analysis have made it possible to statistically measure
all parameters of the interfaces in different polycrystalline mate-
rials [18]. This approach was successfully implemented for a wide
range of single [19e22] and two-phase microstructures [23e25]. A
full analysis of the interfaces formed under varied body centred
cubic (bcc) to face centred cubic (fcc) transformation paths is
however lacking in the literature. The aim of the current study is,
therefore, to examine the effect of the phase transformation
mechanisms on the characteristics of the interfaces formed through
the ferrite-to-austenite transformation in a model duplex stainless
steel using an automated stereographic analysis approach. The
main motivation is to gain an insight into how the transformation
mechanism controls the characteristics of austenite-austenite and
austenite-ferrite interfaces. Considering the previously reported
effects of austenite/austenite and austenite/ferrite character on
precipitation [17], hot working restoration processes [15] and
deformation mechanisms [14] in these steels, this study would
ultimately enable the design of an optimum microstructure for the
property of interest.

2. Experimental

A (2205) duplex stainless steel with the chemical composition of
0.036 C, 0.321 Si, 1.82 Mn, 0.013 P, 23.2 Cr, 5.6 Ni, 2.90 Mo, 0.034 Co,
0.153 Cu, 0.245 N and balance Fe (in wt. %) was used in the current
study. The steel was initially received as a 20mm thick hot-rolled
plate from which two samples having the size of
~10! 10! 20mm3 were cut. The samples were reheated to 1370 "C
in a muffle furnace, in an argon-protected atmosphere, and
isothermally held for 40min to obtain a fully delta ferritic micro-
structure through the austenite-to-ferrite reverse transformation.
They were subsequently subjected to different cooling schedules.
One specimen was slowly furnace-cooled from 1370 "C to 970 "C
within 48 h (with a mean cooling rate of ~0.002 "C/s) and then
water-quenched to avoid the precipitation of deleterious phases
(e.g., sigma, Chi and CrN), which have been reported to form at
temperatures below 950 "C [26]. This heat treatment resulted in a
two-phase microstructure consisting of an equiaxed austenite
distributed in the matrix of delta ferrite. The latter is called ferrite
hereafter. The other specimenwas air-cooled from 1370 "C to room
temperature. Such an increase in the cooling rate led to the for-
mation of Widmanst€atten-like austenite from the parent ferrite.
Both of the heat treatment routes resulted in a similar volume
fraction of austenite (48± 5%). The two-phase microstructures

containing equiaxed and Widmanst€atten austenite were subjected
to a detailed microstructural study and will be referred to as
“microstructure E” and “microstructure W”, respectively,
throughout the text.

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to mea-
sure the austenite and ferrite chemical compositions for different
microstructures in a JEOL JSM 7800 F FEG-SEM, equipped with an
Oxford X-max 50mm2 EDS detector, operated at 20 kV. A trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) examination of thin foils was
carried out employing a JEOL JEM 2100 F microscope operated at
200 kV. Convergent-beam Kikuchi patterns were used to obtain
local crystallographic orientations and misorientations. Crystallo-
graphic textures of the as-received, E, and W microstructures were
measured by means of a PANalytical X'Pert X-ray diffractometer.
This was carried out using Cu Ka radiation in a point focus mode.
Rolling direction-normal direction (RD/ND) sections, in relation to
the original hot-rolled plate, weremirror-polished and subjected to
the texture measurement. As the parent ferrite grains were quite
coarse, a stage oscillation technique with 10mm of linear move-
ment was employed to cover a large area (~14! 12mm2) of the
surface. The orientation distribution function (ODF) of the austenite
and ferrite was calculated in the LaboTex3.0 texture analysis soft-
ware, using four different austenite pole figures ({111}, {200}, {220}
and {311}) and three different ferrite pole figures ({110}, {211} and
{222}).

To characterize the interfaces/grain boundaries in different
conditions, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements
were performed on the RD/ND section of the samples. The samples
were mechanically polished with the last stage being a 0.3 mm
oxide polishing suspension (OPS). For the different microstructures,
several EBSD scans were acquired using an FEI Quanta 3-D FEG
SEM. The beam voltage and current were 20 kV and 8 nA, respec-
tively, and the working distance was ~12mm. Totally, an area of
~60mm2 was scanned for the E and W microstructures to ensure
statistically representative data for the further interface plane
character distribution analysis. The step size was 1 mm and the grid
was hexagonal. The average confidence index was at least 0.70 for
all the EBSD maps. Once the maps were collected, they were sub-
jected to several cleaning routines. At first, an iterative grain dila-
tion routine with a 5 pixels grain size minimum was applied to
remove spurious pixels. Subsequently, a single average orientation
was assigned to each individual grain using a tolerance angle of 5".
Finally, each curved grain boundary connecting two triple points
was approximated by linear segments with a maximum boundary
deviation of 2 pixels (i.e., 2 mm) using the approach proposed by
Wright and Larsen [27]. As the microstructures consisted of two
different phases, the reconstructed boundaries/interfaces were
classified into three categories: ferrite/ferrite, ferrite/austenite and
austenite/austenite interfaces. Further analysis was carried out on
each of these interfaces to determine the interface plane character
distribution using a modified automated stereological procedure
discussed in detail elsewhere [18]. The austenite/ferrite interfaces
were treated differently due to the presence of two distinct phases
on either side of the interface. Here, the interphase plane character
distribution for each phase was separately calculated, representing
the austenite and ferrite habit planes [24]. The analysis was carried
out with the grain boundary parameter space discretized so that
there were 9 bins per 90", which offers about 10" resolution. In the
current study, 97% of the bins contained at least ten observations.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure and texture evolution

The material in the as-received condition exhibited an ~50-50
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austenite/ferrite microstructure, in which both phases were elon-
gated along the rolling direction (Fig. 1a). Ferrite displayed a sharp
{001}<110> rotated cube texture with a maximum of ~11.5 times
random intensity (Fig. 1b). The austenite texture was comprised of
{001}<100> Cube, {011}<211> Brass, {112}<111> Copper and {011}
<100> Goss components, with a maximum intensity of ~3.3 times
random (Fig. 1c). These texture components have typically been
reported for single-phase austenitic and ferritic steels during hot
rolling [28]. The Goss component in austenite could also be related
to the hot deformation, which ends in extra shear strain, particu-
larly adjacent to the rolling surface [29].

Ferrite grains coarsened significantly during reheating to
1370 "C and isothermal holding at this temperature for 40min,
reaching a mean size of ~360 mm. This suggests that the austenite
was mostly dissolved, as it would otherwise impede the growth of
the ferrite grains. As mentioned above, slow cooling in the furnace
to 970 "C, followed by water-quenching, yielded microstructure E
with equiaxed austenite (Fig. 2), while air-cooling resulted in
microstructure W with austenite having a Widmanst€atten-like
morphology (Fig. 3). No sigma and/or any other intermetallic
phases were formed in either microstructure.

Equiaxed austenite grains were observed mostly at the ferrite-
ferrite grain boundaries growing into one grain or the other. Wid-
manst€atten austenite grains were detected at both ferrite grain
interiors and ferrite-ferrite grain boundaries. It should be noted,
though, that some of the observed intragranular austenite islands
might have nucleated on the grain boundaries that were not in the
plane of observation (i.e., a sectioning effect) [30]. Nevertheless, the
fraction of such islands is not expected to be significant, considering
the large size of the ferrite grains. The austenite phase nucleated at
the grain boundaries grew along the ferrite-ferrite boundaries
forming a thin layer on either side of these boundaries, hereafter
called allotriomorphic austenite (shown by the white arrows in
Fig. 3). Small protrusions also appeared on most of the allo-
triomorph austenite layers, forming a finger-like austenite
morphology (the black arrows in Fig. 3). There were some

indications of the occasional presence of low-angle sub-boundaries
at the interface of allotriomorph austenite and protruded austenite.
Nevertheless, such sub-boundaries were not observed for all of the
finger-like austenite islands. In this context, it should be mentioned
that EBSD may not be able to resolve all low-angle sub-boundary
misorientations, which can be significantly less than 1". Because of
this, further investigations were conducted in the TEM. Fig. 4 shows
examples of TEM micrographs of various austenite protrusions.
Fig. 4a presents an austenite-austenite low-angle boundary with a
misorientation of ~1.08". On the other hand, absence of any
austenite-austenite boundary in the protrusions is illustrated in
Fig. 4b. The plate-like austenite morphology, which nucleated
either on the prior ferrite grain boundaries or intragranularly, was
also frequently observed in microstructure W (the yellow arrows in
Fig. 3).

As expected, the ferrite texture in both of the microstructures
studied showed similar characteristics to the as-received condition,
having a strong rotated cube {001}<110> component (Figs. 1e3).
The maximum intensity was ~17.9 and ~15.6 times random for
microstructures E and W, respectively. This is similar to the texture
of ferrite in the as-received condition, though it was significantly
strengthened. Such a texture sharpening may be attributed to the
recovery and growth of ferrite grains taking place at 1370 "C [31].
Despite distinct phase transformation paths, austenite with both
Widmanst€atten and equiaxed morphologies displayed a very
similar texture to that of the as-received material, composed of
Cube, Brass, Copper and Goss components (Figs. 1e3). The
maximum intensity was 4.0 and 4.2 times random for micro-
structures E and W, respectively. This can be mostly attributed to a
“texture memory effect”, implying that the final austenite texture
associated with a preferential orientation relationship through a
phase transformation was inherited from the texture of the initial
austenite in the as-received condition. In a treatment that involves
heating from austenite into ferrite and then cooling back again
there will be a large number of possible final orientations, only few
of which correspond to the original austenite orientation. It would,

Fig. 1. (a) EBSD band contrast and IPF maps (in the transverse direction) showing the microstructure of the as-received (hot-rolled) duplex stainless steel. The dark grey and light
grey areas represent austenite and ferrite, respectively. The red and blue lines are S3 and S9 CSL boundaries, respectively. Orientation distribution of (b) ferrite and (c) austenite
phases in the as-received condition.

▫

{001} <110>; - {001} <100>; # {011} <211>; > {011} <100>; C {112}<111>. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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therefore, be expected that even when the original texture is very
sharp, the resulting one after the double phase transformation
should be significantly weaker. In the current work, however, the

final texture is stronger than would be expected, implying that
there is a degree of texture memory, which is mostly attributed to
variant selection [32].

Fig. 2. (a) EBSD band contrast and IPF maps (in the transverse direction) showing the equiaxed (E) microstructure after the heat treatment at 1370 "C followed by slow cooling to
970 "C. The dark grey and light grey areas represent austenite and ferrite, respectively. The red and blue lines are S3 and S9 CSL boundaries, respectively. The orientation dis-
tribution of (b) ferrite and (c) austenite phases for the corresponding structure.

▫

{001} <110>;- {001} <100>;# {011} <211>;> {011} <100>;C {112}<111>. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. (a) EBSD band contrast and IPF maps (in the transverse direction) showing the Widmanst€atten (W) microstructure after the heat treatment at 1370 "C followed by air cooling
to room temperature. The dark grey and light grey areas represent austenite and ferrite, respectively. The red and blue lines are S3 and S9 CSL boundaries, respectively. The
orientation distribution of (b) ferrite and (c) austenite phases for the corresponding structure.

▫

{001} <110>; - {001} <100>; # {011} <211>; > {011} <100>; C {112}<111>.
Examples of allotriomorphic austenite are shown by white arrows. Finger-like austenite protrusions are shown by black arrows. An example of an intragranular elongated austenite
is shown by yellow arrows. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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3.2. The characteristics of interfaces

The overall misorientation angle distribution showed distinct
characteristics for microstructures E and W formed through
different cooling rates from the ferrite region. For both micro-
structures, a broad distribution was observed in a range of 10e60",
having a sharp peak at ~60" and a relatively broad peak at around
~44" (Fig. 5a,d). The intensity of the peak at 60" was higher in
microstructure E, while the peak at 44" was more pronounced in
microstructure W. To study the interfaces in more detail, they were

categorized into three sets, namely austenite-ferrite, austenite-
austenite and ferrite-ferrite interfaces. For both microstructures,
the most populated boundaries were ferrite-austenite interfaces
followed by austenite-austenite and ferrite-ferrite interfaces
(Table 1).

For both microstructures, the ferrite-ferrite misorientation
angle distribution did not have a specific trend and was very noisy
(Fig. 5b and e). Indeed, most of the initial ferrite-ferrite boundaries
were consumed by the nucleation of austenite grains. Therefore,
further analysis was not carried out on the ferrite-ferrite interfaces,

Fig. 4. (a) An example of austenite protrusions observed in microstructure W showing sub-boundaries (arrowed by red colour) indicative of the edge-on-edge sympathetic
nucleation. The bottom image corresponds to the region indicated by the dashed rectangle in the top image subjected to a slight retilt, showing a low angle boundary of
~1.08"<0.045 0.736e0.675>. (b) An example of austenite protrusions observed in microstructure W lacking any austenite-austenite sub-boundary (dashed circles), indicative of the
instability mechanism. F and A refer to ferrite and austenite, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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as only a limited number of boundaries was present.

3.2.1. Austenite-ferrite interfaces
The misorientation angle distributions for the austenite-ferrite

interfaces in the E and W microstructures are shown in Fig. 5c,f.
Both distributions exhibited a peak at about 42e46", but the peak
for microstructure W is about twice the intensity of the maximum
for microstructure E. This misorientation angle range overlaps well
with the one expected for the well-known orientation relationship
models (e.g., Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) [33], Nishiyama-Wasserman
(N-W) [34], GreningereTroiano (GeT) [35], Pitsch (P) [36] and
Bain [37]), that result from the bcc to fcc transformation (Table 2).
The K-S and N-W ORs are the most versatile models developed for
this phase transformation and are only 5.26" apart. For further
analysis, the interfaces were classified into three groups, K-S, N-W
and “others”, based on misorientation. To be classified in the K-S or
N-W partition, the angular deviation from the ideal misorientation
had to be within 2" for that OR; all other interfaces were classified
as others. It was found that there was a higher tendency towards K-
S and N-W interfaces once the transformation (cooling) rate was
increased. Microstructure W contained 31% and 8% of K-S and N-W
boundaries, while microstructure E comprised 12% and 4% of K-S
and N-W interfaces, respectively.

Using the five-parameter boundary analysis approach, the
interphase boundary plane distributions were calculated for the
interfaces classified as K-S, N-W and others (Fig. 6). It was found
that for the K-S and N-W ORs, irrespective of the transformation
path, austenite and ferrite tended to terminate on (111) and (110)
orientations, respectively. In the case of the K-S OR, the intensity of
(111) austenite planes and (110) ferrite planes was ~3.2 multiple
random distribution (MRD) and ~2.2 MRD, respectively, for the E
and W microstructures. For the N-W OR, the intensity of the
interphase boundary plane distribution for both ferrite and
austenite was relatively lower than for the K-S OR, though planes
were similarly terminated on (110) and (111) orientations, respec-
tively. For the other ORs, both austenite and ferrite interestingly
exhibited a peak at the position of (111) plane irrespective of the
phase transformation path. The peak intensity for austenite and
ferrite was 2.0 MRD (2.1 MRD) and 1.5 MRD (1.6 MRD), respectively
in microstructure E (W) (Fig. 6).

It is worth mentioning that the austenite in microstructure W

consisted of allotriomorphic and intragranular morphologies. By
separating these twomorphologies using the crop command in the
TSL software, it was found that the allotriomorphic austenite had a
lower fraction of K-S/N-W interfaces (i.e., 23%) compared with the
intragranular elongated austenite (i.e., 42%). For both of the above
austenite morphologies in microstructure W, the interphase habit
planes terminated in austenite and ferrite at (111) and (110) ori-
entations, respectively, for both K-S and N-W ORs (Figs. 7 and 8).
The plane distribution peaks were sharper for the intragranular
austenite compared with the allotriomorph morphology. By
contrast, habit plane distributions for the other interphases dis-
played maxima at the (111) orientation for austenite and ferrite for
both austenite morphologies.

The plane character distribution for all austenite-ferrite in-
terfaces irrespective of misorientationwas also plotted in Fig. 9. The
austenite had a peak at (111) position, similar to the ones observed
for a specific OR, having intensities of ~2.2 MRD and ~2.4 MRD for
microstructures E andW, respectively. By contrast, ferrite exhibited
multiple peaks at the positions of (110) and (111) planes for both
transformation paths. The most intense peak occurred at (111) with
an intensity of ~1.5 MRD, followed by a peak at (110) with an in-
tensity of ~1.4 MRD in microstructure E. On the other hand, the
strongest peak for microstructure W corresponded to (110) planes
with 1.6 MRD followed by a peak at (111) having an intensity of 1.4
MRD (Fig. 9).

3.2.2. Austenite-austenite interfaces
The misorientation angle distribution for the austenite-

austenite boundaries showed a sharp peak at 60" for both the E
and W microstructures (Fig. 10). There was also a secondary minor
peak at 39". The misorientation axes associated with these angles
exhibited intensity maxima at the <111> and <110> orientations,
respectively. Thus, the above peaks represent S3 and S9 bound-
aries, characterized by 60"/<111> and 39"/<110> angle axis pairs,
respectively. S3 twin boundaries were frequently observed in both
of the microstructures studied and their frequencies were higher in
the equiaxed austenite compared with the Widmanst€atten
austenite microstructure. S9 boundaries, which mostly formed
through the intersection of two S3 boundaries, were also evident in
both austenite morphologies (Figs. 2 and 3).

The grain boundary planes of S3 boundaries satisfying

Table 1
Number of segments for different interfaces formed in different microstructures.

Microstructure Number of all interfaces Ferrite/ferrite interfaces Ferrite/austenite
interfaces

Austenite/austenite
interfaces

Number % Number % Number %

E (Furnace cooled) 92,279 2381 2.6 66,251 71.8 23,647 25.6
W (Air cooled) 241,792 923 0.4 212,739 87.9 28,130 11.6

Table 2
Plane and direction parallelism conditions and misorientation angleeaxis pairs between FCC and BCC phases under different orientation relationships.

Orientation relationship Parallelism Minimum angle-axis pair Ref.

Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) {111}fcc//{110}bcc
<110>fcc//<111>bcc

42.85"

<0.968 0.178 0.178>
[32]

GreningereTroiano (GeT) {111}fcc//{110}bcc
<123> fcc//<133>bcc

44.23"

<0.973 0.189 0.133>
[34]

Bain (B) {100}fcc//{100}bcc
<100>fcc//<110>bcc

45"

<1 0 0>
[36]

Pitsch (P) {100}fcc//{110}bcc <110>fcc//<111>bcc 45.98"

<0.08 0.2 0.98>
[35]

Nishiyama-Wassermann (N-W) {111}fcc//{110}bcc
<112>fcc//<110>bcc

45.98"

<0.976 0.083 0.201>
[33]
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Brandon's criterion [38] were compared with the ideal twin plane
orientation and the ones within ±10" of this orientation were
considered coherent, while the rest were classified as incoherent.
The extent of S3 coherence was significantly influenced by the
transformation path (i.e., austenite characteristics/morphology).
The equiaxed austenite had a higher coherent S3 fraction than the
Widmanst€atten austenite microstructure (Fig. 10ced).

Fig. 11 demonstrates that the S3 grain boundary character dis-
tribution for austenite exhibited a sharp peak at (111) orientation
with a twist character for both phase transformation paths, though
the intensity was much greater for the equiaxed austenite (i.e.,
3200 MRD) compared with the Widmanst€atten austenite micro-
structure (i.e., 2500 MRD). In this analysis, the misorientation axis
was [111] so twist boundaries must have (111) orientations. Because

of the bicrystal symmetry, other planes in the {111} family are not
equivalent. This is a typical characteristic for S3 boundaries,
observed in single-phase fcc materials [19,39,40]. The distribution
of S9 grain boundary planes was also similar for both microstruc-
tures; the grain boundary planes were situated along the zone of
tilt boundaries. This is also consistent with the previous studies of
single-phase fcc materials [19,39,40].

Apart from the peaks at 39" and 60", there were some austenite-
austenite boundaries with much lower populations, which prob-
ably formed when two growing austenite grains with distinct ori-
entations impinged on each other. For the sake of simplicity, it was
assumed that the ferrite to austenite transformation follows the K-S
OR. For a particular ferrite grain, 24 crystallographically equivalent
K-S orientated austenite variants/orientations can be formed. The

Fig. 6. Distribution of the austenite-ferrite interface boundary planes, expressed in the austenite and ferrite crystal lattice frames, for different orientation relationships of K-S, N-W
and “others” in microstructure E and microstructure W. The colour scale represents multiples of a random distribution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Distribution of the austenite-ferrite interface boundary planes, expressed in the ferrite crystal lattice frame, for different austenite morphologies present within micro-
structure W for different orientation relationships. The colour scale values are in MRD. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)
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misorientation angle/axis pairs associatedwith the impingement of
these variants are given in Table 3. Due to the crystal symmetry,
some of these intervariant interfaces are identical, therefore, 23 is
reduced to only 16 distinct misorientation angle-axis pairs [9].

Fig. 12 shows the frequency of different austenite-austenite
intervariants formed through different transformation paths. For
comparison, the theoretical intervariant boundary frequency is also
plotted, assuming that all variants are formed with equal statistical
probability during the ferrite to austenite phase transformation
(i.e., without variant selection). In general, the intervariant
austenite/austenite boundary distributions for both the micro-
structures were significantly different from random variant selec-
tion. This suggests that variant selection, to some extent, took place
in both the phase transformation paths. This was mostly associated
with the presence of a high fraction of S3 boundaries (i.e., V1-V2) in
both microstructures, which formed either during an early stage of
austenite nuclei growth and/or through the intersection of two
distinct growing austenite variants. Although V1-V4 and V1-V8
boundaries had relatively high populations in both microstruc-
tures, the frequencies of other intervariant boundaries were lower
than expected if the variant selection were random. It is worth
reiterating that ferrite was not fully transformed to austenite,
which significantly limited the impingement of different austenite

variants and this might also have contributed to the occurrence of
non-random intervariant boundary fractions.

In order to compute the grain boundary plane distributions
associated with the intervariants, all S3 and S9 grain boundary
traces were first removed from the data set. The distribution of
austenite-austenite grain boundary planes, excluding S3s and S9s,
revealed a peak at the {111} orientation for both austenite mor-
phologies (Fig. 13). However, this peak was much greater in Wid-
manst€atten austenite than in the equiaxed austenite
microstructure.

4. Discussion

The current work presents a comprehensive study on the effect
of the phase transformation route on the characteristics of micro-
structure, texture and interfaces formed during the ferrite-to-
austenite phase transformation. The results demonstrate that a
change in the transformation mechanism considerably alters the
microstructure and the interphase/grain boundary plane distribu-
tion, while it does not markedly influence the overall crystallo-
graphic texture. Since the austenite/austenite and austenite/ferrite
interface characteristics influence different properties of this class
of steels such as precipitation [17], hot working processes [15] and

Fig. 8. Distribution of the austenite-ferrite interface boundary planes, expressed in the austenite crystal lattice frame, for different austenite morphologies present within
microstructure W for different orientation relationships. The colour scale values are in MRD. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Distributions of the austenite-ferrite interface boundary planes expressed in the austenite (a,b) and ferrite (c,d) crystal lattice frames for microstructures E and W,
respectively. The colour scale represents multiples of a random distribution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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deformation mechanisms [14], the current study highlights the
importance of the phase transformation path on the in-service
properties of duplex stainless steels.

4.1. Microstructure characteristics

The cooling rate from the ferritic region significantly affects the
morphology of austenite. While an equiaxed morphology is ob-
tained during slow cooling (Fig. 2), a Widmanst€atten morphology
of austenite is achieved by air-cooling (Fig. 3). The latter micro-
structure consists mostly of allotriomorphic and elongated intra-
granular austenite. During the ferrite to austenite transformation,

once the lattice change occurs, elastic strain is induced. If the elastic
strain is not relaxed, the phase transformation cannot proceed
further. In the slow cooling condition, the phase transformation
strain can be readily relaxed during diffusional transformation in
the high temperatures regime. However, other mechanism/s
should be involved to relax the elastic strain at a high cooling rate
(e.g., air-cooling). For such transformation, a shear-assisted diffu-
sional model has been suggested, in which the phase change is
assumed to occur through atomic jumps, as in the diffusional
transformation, while the elastic strain is relaxed through a lattice
invariant shear by slip displacement [41,42].

The apparent intragranular austenite phase might be formed by

Fig. 10. Misorientation angle/axis distribution for the austenite/austenite boundaries in (a) microstructure E and (b) microstructure W. The colour scale values are in MRD. (c,d) The
population and length frequency of different types of austenite/austenite boundaries in the two microstructures studied. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Austenite-austenite grain boundary character distribution in microstructures E and W at the fixed misorientations of 60"/[111] and 38.9"/[110], plotted in the [001] ste-
reographic projection. The squares and circles represent the positions of symmetric tilt and pure twist boundaries, respectively. The colour scale values are in MRD. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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heterogeneous nucleation on inclusions or they might be exten-
sions of plates nucleated on grain boundaries that are not visible
within the section plane. However, the mechanism for the forma-
tion of finger-like austenite morphologies from the allotriomorphic
films has been a matter of debate. Different mechanisms have been
proposed to explain these protrusions, namely (i) preferential
growth of austenite along the ferrite sub-boundaries [43], (ii),
sympathetic nucleation [44] and (iii) the instability mechanism
[45,46]. The first mechanism can, however, be ruled out here, as the
ferrite is expected to be free of any internal sub-boundaries at
1370 "C. The observation of an austenite-austenite low-angle
boundary with a misorientation of about 1" suggests the edge-to-
edge sympathetic nucleation of austenite (Fig. 4a). On the other
hand, absence of any austenite-austenite boundary in the pro-
trusions, illustrated in Fig. 4b, is consistent with the instability
mechanism. This suggests the co-operation of sympathetic nucle-
ation and the instability mechanism.

4.2. Boundaries/interphases characteristics

The phase transformation path affects the characteristics of
austenite-ferrite and austenite-austenite interfaces (Figs. 5e11).
This can be attributed to distinct phase transformationmechanisms
taking place in microstructures E and W.

4.2.1. Austenite-ferrite interfaces
The phase transformation path (i.e., cooling rate) remarkably

influences the population of K-S and N-W austenite-ferrite in-
terfaces. For example, microstructure W displays a significantly
higher content of K-S/N-W interfaces (39%) compared with
microstructure E (16%). This is mostly due to the change in the
cooling rate, which changes the mechanism of nucleation and
growth of austenite during the phase transformation. Austenite
preferentially nucleates on the prior ferrite grain boundaries,
potentially forming a specific interface configuration on either side

Table 3
Possible 24 variants generated through a phase transformation having the KeS orientation relationship [9].

Variant Plane parallel Direction parallel Rotation angle/axis from V1

V1 (1 1 1)g jj (0 1 1)d [$1 0 1]g jj [$1 $1 1]d e

V2 [$1 0 1]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 60"/[1 1 $1]
V3 [0 1 $1]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 60"/[0 1 1]
V4 [0 1 $1]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 10.5"/[0e1 $1]
V5 [1 $1 0]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 60"/[0e1 $1]
V6 [1 $1 0]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 49.5"/[0 1 1]

V7 (1 $1 1)g jj (0 1 1)d [1 0e1]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 49.5"/[$1 $1 1]
V8 [1 0e1]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 10.5"/[1 1 $1]
V9 [$1 $1 0]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 50.5"/[$10 3e13]
V10 [$1 $1 0]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 50.5"/[$7 $5 5]
V11 [0 1 1]gjj [$1 $1 1]d 14.9"/[13 5 1]
V12 [0 1 1]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 57.2"/[$3 5 6]

V13 ($1 1 1)g jj (0 1 1)d [0e1 1]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 14.9"/[5e13 $1]
V14 [0e1 1]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 50.5"/[$5 5e7]
V15 [$1 0e1]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 57.2"/[$6 $2 5]
V16 [$1 0e1]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 20.6"/[11 $11 $6]
V17 [1 1 0]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 51.7"/[$11 6e11]
V18 [1 1 0]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 47.1"/[$24 $10 21]

V19 (1 1 $1)g jj (0 1 1)d [$1 1 0]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 50.5"/[$3 13 10]
V20 [$1 1 0]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 57.2"/[3 6 $5]
V21 [0e1 $1]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 20.6"/[3 0e1]
V22 [0e1 $1]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 47.1"/[$10 21 24]
V23 [1 0 1]g jj [$1 $1 1]d 57.2"/[$2 $5 $6]
V24 [1 0 1]g jj [$1 1 $1]d 21.1"/[9 $4 0]
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Fig. 12. Comparing inter-variant interfaces between V1 and Vi (i¼ 2e24) for (a) microstructure E and (b) microstructure W. Circles represent theoretically calculated fractions,
assuming that all variants are formed with equal statistical probability (randomly) during phase transformation. Because of symmetry, there are only 16 independent inter-variant
interfaces and the “¼ ” sign shows two equivalent inter-variant interfaces.
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of the boundaries depending on cooling rate. The austenite nuclei
interfaces can be classified into three configurations, having: (i)
rational interfaces with both ferrite grains at either side of the
boundary; (ii) rational interface with only one grain and (iii) irra-
tional interfaces with both of the two ferrite grains. The high
cooling rate mostly promotes the formation of austenite nuclei
with rational interfaces (types i and ii), while the irrational in-
terfaces are mostly formed in slow cooling conditions [32,47]. In
microstructure E, the phase transformation takes place in a rela-
tively high temperature range (i.e., during cooling from ~1370 "C at
a rate of 0.002 "C/s). In such a high temperature regime, the dif-
ference in the energy barrier for the austenite nucleation with a
rational or irrational interface is not as great as at low tempera-
tures. Therefore, both interfaces can potentially be formed, and
ultimately not all of the ferrite-austenite interfaces will fully fulfil
the K-S/N-W orientation relationship requirements. This may pro-
mote the formation of austenite nuclei with other (non-KS/NW)
interface characteristics on slow cooling (microstructure E). By
contrast, the air-cooling condition provides a relatively high
undercooling suitable for Widmanst€atten austenite nucleation
resulting in a large fraction of K-S/N-W interfaces. In addition, the
high cooling rate promotes intragranular austenite formation,
which mostly appears to have K-S/N-W interfaces with the parent
ferrite.

The austenite growth is dictated by the phase transformation
mechanism. During slow cooling, the interface movement is largely
controlled by alloying elements diffusion/partitioning, which may
be enhanced across non-KS/NW interfaces due to their higher en-
ergy. A high cooling rate promotes a shear transformation, which
ultimately leads to the directional growth of austenite nuclei along
the K-S/N-W interfaces. Consequently, the overall fraction of K-S/N-
W interfaces in microstructure W becomes higher than in micro-
structure E due to the change in the mechanism of both nucleation
and growth.

Among the interfaces examined here, K-S is a more dominant
OR than N-W in both microstructures. This could be explained
through the formation of annealing twins during the ferrite to
austenite transformation. The twin relationship in fcc crystals can
be described by 180"/<112>. Therefore, the twin rotation of any K-S
oriented austenite variant, having a 90"/<112> OR with the matrix
[48], would also result in an austenite variant with K-S OR with
parent ferrite. The initial orientation relationship is not, however,
fully preserved during the twinning of an N-W austenite variant, as
the angle-axis associated with N-W OR (i.e., 90.12"/<$0.348, 0.841,

0.413>) is different from 90"/<112> [48]. It should be noted that the
presence of local elemental segregation is inevitable during a phase
transformation, which may locally make the interface deviate from
the ideal orientation relationship. It has also been demonstrated
that small deviations from the ideal rational OR may give a better
compromise between the overall atom matching and energy
minimization in the interface [49].

In the misorientation angle range of 40e50", austenite habit
planes reveal a peak at the (111) orientation for both the E and W
microstructures (Fig. 9a). Ferrite habit planes, however, show
complex behaviour displaying two peaks at the positions of (110)
and (111) (Fig. 9b). For rational ORs (i.e., K-S and N-W), ferrite and
austenite terminate on (110) and (111) planes, respectively (Fig. 6),
irrespective of the transformation route. These are crystallograph-
ically preferred planes for interfacial parallelism in the rational
interfaces formed during the phase transformation, and are of the
highest coordination number. Moreover, these planes are close to
the predictions made based on Near-Coincidence Site (NCS)
geometrical matching of bcc-fcc lattices [50e52]. The high fre-
quency of these planes is also consistent with the minimum plane
energy calculations using the first nearest neighbour broken bond
model, revealing a minimum at the (111)fcc and (110)bcc planes [53].
The population of these planes is larger for the larger trans-
formation rate, supporting the observation that microstructure W
has a higher fraction of rational interphases.

Microstructure W contains allotriomorphic and intragranular
austenite, which form in different transformation regimes during
air-cooling. The allotriomorphic austenite is formed at an early
stage of transformation (i.e., at lower undercooling), while the
intragranular austenite is transformed at a comparatively higher
undercooling (i.e., in the lower temperature regime). The intra-
granular austenite has a relatively higher fraction of K-S/N-W in-
terfaces (42%) compared with the allotriomorphic austenite (23%).
The plane distribution peaks are also sharper for the intragranular
austenite compared with the allotriomorphic austenite (see Figs. 7
and 8). The above observations suggest that most K-S/N-W in-
terfaces present in microstructure W belong to the intragranular
elongated austenite rather than allotriomorphic austenite. In other
words, the austenite that transformed in the lower temperature
regime (intragranular elongated austenite) has more K-S/N-W
interphase area than the allotriomorphic austenite.

The current work shows that habit planes for the non-KS/NW
interphases mostly terminate on (111) planes for both austenite
and ferrite (Figs. 6e8). While this is an energetically and crystal-
lographically preferred plane for austenite, it is not generally the
case for ferrite. The predominance of (111) planes in ferrite might
be related to its texture, as recently observed in a fully ferritic
microstructure having a strong {111} fibre texture [8]. This can be,
however, ruled out here, as the ferrite has a {001}<110> texture in
both the E and W microstructures (see Figs. 2b and 3b). There are
also some reports that (111) ferrite surfaces have the minimum
energy at low temperatures, which was mostly attributed to the
absorption of oxygen on these surfaces [54]. Nevertheless, it is clear
that the abovementioned termination of ferrite on (111) planes in
non-KS/NW interphases in duplex stainless steel is an area which
requires further work.

4.2.2. Austenite-austenite CSL boundaries
S3 boundaries are the most populated austenite-austenite

boundaries in the E and W microstructures. The fraction of these
boundaries is higher in the equiaxed austenite morphology
compared with the Widmanst€atten austenite. Generally, the dif-
ference in the S3 population may be attributed to different factors
such as crystallographic texture [55], grain size [56], composition
[57], and heat treatment profile [58]. The crystallographic texture

Fig. 13. 2-D distribution of the austenite-austenite grain boundary planes with
different misorientation angles and axes excluding S3 and S9 boundaries for (a) for
microstructure E and (b) for microstructure W. The colour scale values are in MRD. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)
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cannot play a role here as both austenite morphologies have similar
overall texture (Figs. 2 and 3). Grain refinement can lead to an
enhanced concentration of CSL boundaries [56]. However, the fine
Widmanst€atten austenite reveals fewer S3 boundaries than coarse
equiaxed austenite grains. This could be partly due to their distinct
morphology. The equiaxed austenite is transformed at a relatively
high temperature during slow cooling, mostly representing a
diffusional transformation. The formation of the Widmanst€atten
austenite takes place through a semi-shear transformation due to
faster cooling rate. These distinct phase transformation profiles
lead to a change in the austenite composition, as the extent of
alloying element partitioning during the diffusional transformation
is higher than in the semi-shear mode. EDS analysis reveals that the
equiaxed austenite is enriched in Ni but has less Cr compared with
the Widmanst€atten morphology (Table 4). In general, elemental
partitioning between austenite and ferrite is greater in micro-
structure E than microstructure W. However, the stacking fault
energies of the equiaxed and Widmanst€atten austenite at room
temperature, calculated using a thermodynamic approach
described in Ref. [59], are relatively close (28 and 31mJ/m2,
respectively). Assuming that the change in SFE with temperature
follows a similar trend for both the austenite compositions/mor-
phologies, no significant difference in their SFEs would be expected
at the temperature range where they are formed.

S3 boundaries are formed through reorientation of a grain to a
twin orientation in fcc materials to reduce the overall grain
boundary energy during grain growth and/or facilitate dislocation
absorption during recrystallization [60]. The latter is not relevant
here as the austenite transforms from ferrite with a low dislocation
content in a relatively high temperature regime. It was demon-
strated that the heat treatment profile significantly influences the
population of CSL boundaries in a single phase Ni alloy. A slow
heating and cooling profile remarkably enhances the CSL boundary
populations suggesting that kinetic factors play a role in the twin
formation [58]. In a similar way, the current results show that when
the ferrite to austenite transformation takes place over a longer
period (i.e., during slow cooling compared to air-cooling), a higher
population of S3 boundaries forms in duplex stainless steels. In
addition to the kinetic factor, it appears that the growth mode of
the austenite plates also affects the S3 population. Close inspection
of both the microstructures studied reveals that the annealing
twins are mostly observed in the equiaxed austenite and allo-
triomorphic austenite in the microstructure W (see Figs. 2 and 3).
Interestingly, the intragranular elongated austenite largely appears
free of annealing twins. Thus, the S3 formation seems to play a role
in the diffusional growth of austenite to facilitate the ferrite to
austenite transformation. By contrast, S3 boundaries are rarely
observed within the elongated intragranular austenite islands,
which are expected to form through a semi-shear transformation.

Slow cooling also leads to a higher fraction of coherent S3
boundaries (Fig.10). During slow cooling, the formation of equiaxed
austenite takes place in the high temperature regime, where suf-
ficient thermal energy is provided for S3 boundaries to shift to-
wards the (111) twist orientation having the minimum energy

configuration. Moreover, the presence of dislocations in the Wid-
manst€atten austenite is expected due to the (semi-)shear trans-
formation and the residual stresses associated with the fast cooling
(see Fig. 4), whichmay cause S3 boundaries to lose their coherency.
The abundance of S3s leads to a higher fraction of S9 boundaries
within the equiaxed austenite compared with its Widmanst€atten
counterpart, as the latter boundaries are largely formed as a result
of the intersection of two S3s, which do not share a common
rotation axis. S9 grain boundary planes, therefore, lie in the zone of
tilt boundaries due to geometrical constraints rather than bound-
ary energy minimization [61] (Fig. 11). Furthermore, because of the
anisotropic shapes of the intragranular austenite, and the condition
in which the twin is formed within the grain, it is difficult to create
a long twin. If the twins are randomly placed, it is very unlikely they
would be on the long axis and very likely they would traverse the
shorter dimension. This can be observed in Fig. 3a.

4.2.3. Austenite-austenite intervariant boundaries
The intervariant boundary plane distributions display more

frequent {111} orientations than other plane orientations for both
the E and W microstructures (Fig. 13). However, this trend is
markedly stronger for theWidmanst€atten austenite comparedwith
the equiaxed austenite. In the theoretical K-S and N-W ORs, a
{110}bcc plane coincides with a {111}fcc plane, which makes two
growing austenite variants, most likely, intersect on the {111}
planes. For an intervariant boundary of 60"/[111], the {111} orien-
tation represents the minimum energy position in the distribution
[19]. However, the presence of a {111} orientation does not always
signify a low energy configuration. In the case of 60"/[110], (111)
appears to have a relatively high energy [19,40]. This suggests that
the crystallographic constraints associated with the phase trans-
formation have a greater influence on the grain boundary plane
than the energy. This is more prominent in microstructure W,
where the interfaces are highly controlled by the crystallographic
constraints due to the (semi-)shear mode of transformation.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the effect of the phase transformation route on the
characteristics of the microstructure, texture and interfaces formed
during the ferrite-to-austenite phase transformation was investi-
gated. The main findings are:

1- The ferrite texture in both the air-cooled (microstructure W)
and furnace-cooled (microstructure E) states showed similar
characteristics to the as-received condition, being composed
of a strong rotated cube {001}<110> component. The Wid-
manst€atten and equiaxed austenite displayed a very similar
texture to the as-received condition, comprising the Cube,
Brass, Copper and Goss components. This was largely
attributed to a “texture memory” effect.

2- Microstructure W displayed a significantly higher fraction of
K-S/N-W interfaces (39%) compared with microstructure E
(16%). This was mostly due to the cooling rate induced
change in the mechanism of nucleation and growth of
austenite during the phase transformation.

3- The K-S OR was more common than the N-W OR in both of
the microstructures studied. This was attributed to the for-
mation of annealing twins during the ferrite to austenite
transformation.

4- For K-S/N-W ORs, ferrite and austenite terminated on (110)
and (111) habit planes, respectively, irrespective of the
transformation route. The population of these planes, how-
ever, was greater for the higher transformation rate,

Table 4
The content of major alloying elements (wt. %) in different phases under different
phase transformation paths measured using energy dispersive spectroscopy
technique.

Microstructure Phase Ni Cr Mo Mn

E (Furnace cooled) austenite 6.4 20.4 2.2 2.0
ferrite 3.7 25.0 3.7 1.8

W (Air cooled) austenite 6.1 22.9 2.5 2.1
ferrite 5.1 23.5 3.3 1.9
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consistent with conclusion 2, that microstructure W had a
higher concentration of K-S/N-W interphases.

5- The allotriomorphic austenite present within microstructure
W had a relatively lower fraction of K-S/N-W interphases
(i.e., 23%) compared with the co-existing intragranular
elongated austenite (i.e., 42%). This might be related to the
differences in the nucleation and growthmechanism of these
microstructure constituents, caused by their formation in
different temperature regimes on cooling.

6- The most probable interphase planes associated with non-
KS/NW ORs were (111) for both austenite and ferrite in
microstructure E and W.

7- The fraction of S3 boundaries, as the most frequent
austenite-austenite boundaries in both microstructures, was
greater in microstructure E than in W. This was mainly
attributed to the kinetics factor and the growth mode of the
austenite plates during the phase transformation. The for-
mation of S3s seemed to play an important role in the
diffusional growth of equiaxed austenite to facilitate the
ferrite to austenite transformation. S3 boundaries were,
however, rarely observed within the elongated intragranular
austenite islands present in microstructure W, which were
expected to form through a semi-shear transformation.

8- S9 boundaries were of a tilt character because of geometrical
constraints rather than boundary energy minimization.

9- The austenite intervariant boundary plane distributions
displayedmore frequent {111} orientations than other planes
for both the E and W microstructures. This trend was much
stronger for the Widmanst€atten austenite compared with its
equiaxed counterpart.
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